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1 ABSTRACT 
This paper explores the idea of temporality in landscape, and proposes its role as an active and 

formative design element in shaping contemporary Landscape Architecture discourse as well as physical 
design. This time-focused design inquiry is based on research into precedent projects around the world as 
well as studio-course design investigations and proposals. 

The paper is divided into four main parts. The first examines historical and contemporary 
landscape precedents to identify the significance of transient landscapes  in the conceptualization of 
landscape architecture and urban design. The second part focuses on case studies of the “farmer’s 
market” typology to assess the  mechanics  of  temporary  event  based  public  space  and  how 
different locales, demographics and networks of produce and product are brought together to reveal and 
evoke different social and agricultural landscapes of a region. This is followed by a study of “Shikinen 
Sengu” - an extraordinary example of the “permanent” transient landscape of the Ise shrine and how its 
cyclical rebuilding engages the fabric of time to manifest the culture and nature of its landscape, both 
through history and in the present moment. The last part of the paper reviews time-focused, urban design 
proposals by students that offer potential for transient programming, activation and mobilization within the 
urban public sphere. 

Each of the projects described in this paper is a place that engages time, especially of cyclical 
nature within its site. Their cyclical time organization allows these projects to renew themselves and thus 
makes them pertinent to current human experience, in order to bring the sense of being here and now into 
the public sphere. Together, these investigations suggest adaptable, community initiated, resilient ways to 
approach ever changing urban conditions in the realm of our current landscape of urbanism. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 
This paper explores the idea of temporality in landscape, its role as an active and formative 

design element in shaping contemporary Landscape Architecture and further, its potential impact on the 
realm of Urban Design. Through a study of precedent projects as well as studio based design proposals, 
this paper considers time as an essential part of landscape and urban design praxis. By accepting time 
as an operational tool within these fields, perhaps designers can conceive of new methods and design 
processes that address the multiplicity of interests in urban spaces where varied communities and 
systems overlap and that connect these contemporary urban site to nature and their cultural heritage. The 
premise stems from an investigation into contemporary attitudes towards the design of public urban 
landscape manifested in temporary, small-scale urban design projects. These recent transient projects 
seem to be successful in bringing the sense of being here and now into the public sphere. Moreover, they 
provide more adaptable and flexible scenarios that address ever-evolving and increasingly complex and 
diverse social, cultural, economic and ecological issues of the contemporary urban condition. 
Contemporary society is changing rapidly and faces the multifaceted challenges of globalization, virtual 
social networks, technological advances, an internet-dictated lifestyle and global ecological crises to name 
a few. Yet, Landscape Architecture and its governing disciplines, including governmental policies and 
zoning laws to city planning guidelines, seem to be based on a different clock where most design projects 
go through a painfully long permit process and may take decades before they are built. Sometimes by the 
time a project sees its completion, the public view or the social, economic or political situation surrounding 
the project has shifted and the project’s original designed intent seems to have lost its context. This is 
especially true in the realm of fast moving urban design where politics, bankruptcy, or a real estate 
development can change a neighborhood overnight. It is in this context that a proposal for a time-focused 
design of space is called for, as an attempt to reconcile these different time schedules. 

In recent years, we have witnessed increasing numbers of so called “transient projects” from 
farmer’s markets and “parklets” to “popup” stores, spring up in North American cities everywhere. This 
trend is in part a direct response to a dire economic situation, a stop-gap measure in the effort of urban 
revitalization where bigger and more “permanent” projects have been stalled. It may also be due to rising 
public awareness of grass-roots community activism that proposes urban revitalization through small- 
scale and affordable interventions, or even as a critique of a car-oriented society. The New York Times art 
critic, Michael Kimmelman notes that this new temporary D.I.Y. trend in creating public space has been 
“developed from a democratic mix of top-down and bottom-up governance“ and that the traditionally 
authoritative approach to public spaces is backward in addressing public needs. (Kimmelman, 2013) The 
transient quality of these projects by its nature suggests less applicability and thus less conformity to city 
planning regulations and their usual long permit process. In return, these transient urban projects are 
granted both immediacy and flexibility to creatively reflect on current public interests and needs from 
diverse demographics, especially the younger population. Moreover, these small scaled projects might 
hold potential keys for making a long-term impact on urban revitalization in the larger public realm of the 
city through a bottom up, community based approach, by building up a resume of successful, quick, cheap 
and often times non-traditional precedents, in order to affect and accelerate the more traditional top down, 
slower, planning policies. Therefore, the research goal of this paper is not only to examine how temporary 
programs, time-share uses, and occupations structure and transform  their physical  spaces as  they 
take place but also to propose a time-focused urban design methodology as a way to address larger 
systems of nature and the city. How can we connect the design of our everyday environment to the larger 
cycles and rhythms in our contemporary world? Indeed, the role of time and temporality in landscape and 
urbanism is in need of close examination. 

This paper is divided into four main parts. The first examines the embodiment of time in landscape 
in landscape design projects in order to identify the significance of transient landscapes in design. 
Particularly, it will look at the concept of “preservation” and “decay” in historical landscape design and 
some defining qualities of contemporary transient landscape projects, such as time-shared programming, 
event, seasonality and community involvement. The second part focuses on case study research 
conducted during a design studio at UC Davis in the Fall 2012, comparing three different farmer’s 
markets in the Bay Area. This comparison assessed the mechanics of how different locales, 
demographics, networks of product, and even ideologies are brought together temporarily, to reveal and 
evoke the different social and agricultural landscapes of the region. Additionally, it examines the 
mechanics of how to design time in space as it happens in a farmer’s market, where various and often 



 

 
conflicting scales of time and space converge to create a contextual urban landscape –one of the most 
ubiquitous public space typologies of our time. The market is where the idea of locality (of being in a 
specific place) cannot be distinguished from a regional scale agricultural condition and where a temporary 
market-day simultaneously connotes a cyclical urban event and the cycles of seasonal growth on the 
calendar of agricultural production. This is followed by a brief study of the unique Shintoist ritual of 
“Shikinen Sengu” (directly translated as the ceremonial year shrine transfer) as an extraordinary example 
of how a cyclical rebuilding of the Ise shrine, once every 20 year for the last 1300 years, manifests an 
enduring history, culture and nature of the place in the present by managing different cycles, tempos and 
durations of time in the landscape of the community. Shikinen Sengu is instructive in showing how an 
entire community, the communal memory, and the growth cycles of plant materials come together in a 
specific time and space creating a transient landscape that embodies a level of permanence. This 
enduring transient landscape highlights the permanence of the process of landscape-in-the-making. The 
last part of the paper focuses on proposals for time-focused urban design projects that offer potential for 
transient programming, activation and mobilization of the urban public sphere through unique revelations 
of landscape brought into the contemporary city. Together, these investigations demonstrate adaptable 
and resilient ways to approach ever changing urban conditions in the realm of our current landscape of 
urbanism. 

 

3 QUESTIONS OF TEMPORALITY IN LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE: PRESERVATION 
AND DECAY OF TIME AND HUMAN INTERVENTION 
As the 2013 CELA conference theme, “Space, Time, Place, Duration” suggests, Landscape 

Architecture is a profession of designing with time. In other words, the profession operates through the 
coordination of ever-changing living and natural systems as design praxis. Unlike other spatial design 
professions such as architecture, ours is often without a clear and well-defined sense of a finished design 
“product.” As James Corner states, “(l)andscape and image are inseparable” and that there is a long 
landscape design tradition stemming from landscape painting in Europe that is to reshape land “according 
to prior imaging.” (Corner, 1999) To put it plainly, Landscape Architecture trades in the currency of 
imaging. In lieu of a completed design “product” on the day of a project opening, a promised land(scape) 
image is given to the client or users as a token, so that they can anticipate that one day the landscape will 
become the very “picture” where trees are fully mature and wildlife thrives. Therefore, designing 
landscape inherently involves setting up and organizing time –be it, expected plant growth, growth 
patterns, scheduled maintenance or the future projection and programming of what is to happen in the 
designed space. This projection and manipulation of time(s) is perhaps as determining in the success of a 
design as the formal layout and materiality of physical space. 

 

Meto J. Vroom in Lexicon of Garden and Landscape Architecture defines this notion of time in 
landscape architecture in the entry, Dynamic. Sequence. Rhythm” as follows: 

 

Natural and cultural landscapes develop and change over time. Landscapes are dynamic. An 
observer witnesses a momentary ‘glimpse’ of an ever-moving and changing environment. Natural 
dynamics are the result of physical processes (such as erosion and sedimentation) and of 
biological processes (involving growth, blossoming and decay). … Society also changes, and 
shifting views on realities influence our perception of the real world. (Vroom, 2006) 

 
In this sense, what we design as “landscape” is not a product/object, but we design the “landscape of 
becoming.” The notion of changeability is so fundamental in thinking about landscape and yet, it seems 
that the question of time in landscape hasn’t been sufficiently, nor explicitly studied. This suggests a brief 
examination of historical and contemporary designed landscapes that evidence “time on terms with 
space.” An understanding of time as it has been embedded in landscape can be instructive as a way to 
think about a new time-based design strategy that can be deployed in the urban sphere. 

Perhaps one of the most familiar examples of time-related concerns in landscape architecture 
may be the issue of “preservation.” Be it historic preservation or the preservation of nature, the term 
preservation intrinsically implies keeping things in the present tense and freezing time so as to avoid 
decay, decomposition, or disappearance. Unlike the historical preservation of a building, however, the 
ever shifting and evolving nature of landscape conjures complicated and conflicting questions related to 



 

 
preserving historical gardens. For example, how do you preserve the gardens of Versailles, originally 
designed by André Le Nôtre in the 17

th 
century? These gardens have already gone through centuries of 

addition, renovation, restoration and replanting and have been subject to different governing bodies 
responsible for their maintenance. In this context, historical preservation presupposes a “picture” of the 
gardens at certain crucial historical moments to be frozen in time as a point of reference in order to ensure 
that the gardens stay the same as the picture. Preservation efforts are implemented with cyclical 
replanting of the original species; it is believed that no tree in Versailles from the time of Le Nôtre still 
survives, due to their natural life expectancy. (Thompson, 2006) Here, time is manifested and materialized 
through a series of pictures of the past. In the case of Versailles, Corner’s idea of prior imaging, initiates 
the preservation effort and leads to human intervention toward reconfiguring times past. The image is 
manifested in space and reinforced by innumerous reproductions and representations in postcards and 
guidebooks that become re-imaging tools to shape and reinforce the communal memory of the historical 
place and time past. In short, a natural evolution or ecosystem of the gardens of Versailles is subjugated 
to the picture of a time past and preserved. 

The preservation of historic gardens can also be achieved from a totally different angle. The 
famous moss garden at Saiho-ji Japan (1339 -), occupies a significant place when thinking about the time 
revealed in landscape. Unlike the meticulously maintained and preserved geometric gardens of Versailles, 
at first glance, Saiho-ji moss garden refutes the concept of human intervention in that the material, moss 
itself, becomes the manifestation of the duration of time past, as if to present a perfect picture of 
untouched nature. Moss preservation does not allow people to stroll freely around in the garden. One of 
the main moss species in the garden is Leucobryum juniperoideum. It is a native species from the 
mountains of Japan that grows at the foot of trees, on roots, stumps and fallen trunks. Together, with the 
poetic display of the moss’s native habitat in close association with the life cycle of trees - their birth, 
decay and rebirth in the garden - it is as if the moss itself functions as a preserver like snow falling on top 
of the forest floor. Saiho-ji moss garden gives the illusion to the visitor that it embraces the passing of time 
in landscape in a preserved and pure form. Yet, the fact is that it is a carefully orchestrated display of time 
that requires constant human intervention and prevention to keep up appearances. Moss is one of the 
most fragile and hardest plants to maintain. In fact Zen gardeners go to great lengths in Japan to carefully 
and meticulously remove leaves that have fallen on top of moss by hand. 

Thus, it can be said that preservation of time in landscape -whether naturalistic or artificial in its 
expression- shows how we, the humans, reveal and organize time in space and that time, almost as a 
material, is shaped by human interventions in natural and designed systems and environments. The 
question of time is inherent in preserving design. The problem of landscape preservation, however, is that 
the “preserved picture/ image” or “preserved material” wins out over engagement in the moment and the 
evolution of society, people, culture or ecosystems. In other words, the distance between the preserved 
past and the present where our “preservationist efforts are made never grows closer - indeed it grows 
more distant, as the present keeps moving on to future. This conundrum brings up a question -has there 
been a different approach to time in terms of space/ landscape that is not about preserving a moment in 
time? 

At first glance, the idea of decay seems to be the opposite of preservation. A prolific writer and 
artist, Robert Smithson, was one of the first influential land artists who took interest in the concept of time 
without obvious human interventions. His concept of entropy proposed a new attitude towards landscape 
with which to embrace the temporal aspect of the natural environment including the decay and 
impermanency of his own work as an artist. He saw landscape as “carriers of the unexpected and of 
contradiction of all levels of human activity, be it social, political or natural.” (Smithson, 1973) Similarly, 
centuries prior to Smithson, Japanese cultural embrace of the aesthetics of “Sabi”, literally meaning, 
“rust”, shows appreciation for the evidence of old age and decay. (Tarkovsky, 1986) More specifically, this 
citation points out the particular phenomenon in Japanese history when revealing time’s passing in old 
materials became a particular national aesthetic. Japanese Buddhist temples originally came in bright 

colors when first imported from China, but stopped being repainted sometime around the 9 -12
th 

centuries 
during the process of  naturalization  of Buddhism  in Japan.  This allowed the original natural  wood 
materials to be exposed to reveal its age; the fragility of human life is thus implied as contrast. In this 
case, the visualization and materialization of old age where time is revealed in materials and in space 
becomes a way of mastering time in a narrative format. However respectful to the time’s passing and 
process of change, both examples of “decay” still fail to engage with the “now.” In contrast to the 
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preservationist relationship of the past and the now, where the now keeps moving away from the 
permanently frozen past, in these examples it seems that the only clock that is ticking is the decaying time 
that forever keeps moving away from the somewhat irrelevant now. In both cases, the problem seems to 
be that the idea of time is conceived as the linear passage of time. In linear time organization, now is 
always one step ahead of the past and the past and the present never meet nor interact with each other. 
This fundamentally creates a distant view, a cold gaze that makes these landscapes, regardless of 
aesthetics, an object or a picture, rather than a place of engagement with continuity to the present day. 

From the historical examination of time in landscape so far, it seems that neither the preservation 
of the past nor the cultivation of decay harnesses time as an element that engages the immediacy of the 
now in dynamic social, ecological and special systems. Therefore, it seems a different time organizing 
model other than a linear system may be required in thinking about the immediacy of here and now as an 
essential part of a time-focused design approach. In understanding a different system of time it is 
indicative that an ecological planner, Nina-Marie Lister states that “ecosystems don’t follow a linear path of 
development toward a particular biologically diverse and stable “climax” state.” (Lister, 2007) How this 
ecosystem analogy plays a role in understanding a time-focused design strategy will be elaborated in the 
next section. 

 

4 TEMPORALITY AND URBAN CONDITIONS IN CONTEMPORARY URBAN DESIGN: 
A RECENT TREND 

 
“If there is to be a “new urbanism, it will not be based on the twin fantasies of order and 
omnipotence; it will be the staging of uncertainty; it will not long be concerned with the 
arrangement of more or less permanent objects….” (Koolhaas, 1995) 

 
Travelling centuries back to the future of our contemporary urban landscape, the question of how 

this concept of designing with time in landscape can be applied to contemporary urbanism amidst 
everyday life in a decidedly democratic society will be considered. As mentioned, in recent years, there 
has been a surge of transient projects in North American cities that make an interesting statement about 
the potential impact of a new kind of urban design. While temporary urban landscapes of the past might 
have merely suggested a few planters in temporary parking lots, this new trend attempts to take 
advantage of its very temporary quality and taps into social, cultural and commercial resources for 
revitalization and activation in the making of temporary public spaces. Additionally it suggests that these 
new types of transient urban projects are more than urban spectacles, mere art installations or special 
event promotion, but are instead rooted in everyday quotidian life, as commentary on social, political and 
cultural issues surrounding cities. They have the potential to have long lasting influence as well. For 
example, “Proxy project” by Envelope A+D, which is part of the Octavia Boulevard urban revitalization in 
San Francisco, California has been instrumental in creating a new destination in itself, bustling with social 
life and amenities including a café, a specialty ice cream shop, a beer garden and a bike shop among 
others. Initially started as an RFP from the SF Mayor’s office that requested design proposals for 
temporary uses of lots resulting from the removal of a freeway structure, these narrow strips of land by a 
busy traffic thoroughfare have a few specialty shipping container lots, each one with a parking lot/ 
backyard of its own. The layout successfully breaks down the scale of a traffic throughway/ highway off- 
ramp and creates the illusion of a small cozy neighborhood. 

 

“Proxy is a temporary two-block project located in San Francisco which seeks to mobilize a 
flexible environment of food, art, culture, and retail within renovated shipping containers. 
Envisioned as transitioning into a more permanent housing plan in roughly four years, proxy is 
both a response and solution to the ever changing urban lifecycle, existing as a temporary 
placeholder and an instigator of evolving cultural curiosities in art, food, retail and events. Our 
design embraces the vast diversity of a city and encourages the rotation of new ideas and 
businesses as well as innovative public art installations which come and go like new visitors at the 
site.” (http://proxysf.net/) 

 

This manifesto suggests that the success of Proxy project is partially owed to acceptance of its transient 
nature  and  because  it  embraces  changeability  and  revolving  cultural  attractions.  Similarly,  in  San 
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Francisco there is a series of Parklet projects, which temporarily occupy parking spots to create pocket 
parks to encourage social gathering. Street Food Park (http://somastreetfoodpark.com/) utilizes an empty 
parking lot through short term lease from the city and is filled with a rotating roster of food trucks - each 
truck’s whereabouts and scheduled appearances at the site are tracked by tweets- in order to provide 
diverse food options at lunch hour. The rotating schedule and changing food options create excitement 
that is in touch with the pulse of urban public life. The same is true for the Proxy project’s rotating art 
gallery, food and retail events. The projects are successful in creating a public social space that is filled 
with program, events and activities in leftover and underutilized nooks and crannies of a space in the city 
and are also remarkable in finding a way to steer public interests by hosting revolving events and 
attractions. Due to the temporary nature and its small scale, the site that each of these transient projects 
occupies has little significance and is often interchangeable. The interchangeability and placelessness is a 
good thing in this case for working on the public’s desire for urban spectacle. On the other hand, it is also 
observed that a lot of these events, programs and people gathering tactics depend on commercial 
activities, suggesting that commercially driven programs are necessary ingredients in successful transient 
urban design projects. Are commercial driven programs the only answer to engage people in activating 
urban public space today? 

So far this paper has largely discussed contemporary transient projects from the aspect of 
program and events at all levels of human activity, including politics, commerce and lifestyle. In contrast, 
the following section explores a different aspect of designed time in urban transient projects that focuses 
on the sense of time embedded in the physical aspects of landscape itself, such as ecological cycles, 
biological evolution and expression of season. One such project is the Paris Plages project. According to 
its website (http://www.paris.fr/english/visit/highlights/parisplages/rub_8208_stand_34146_port_18969), 
the city of Paris transforms the riverside thoroughfares by the river Seine into a pedestrian only beach 
resort, complete with real sandy beaches, a swimming pool, cafes, sun-bathing decks, showers, music 
concerts and all sorts of beach side sports for four weeks in the summer since 2002. Besides its massive 
popularity among the native citizens and tourists and its evocative power due to the physical 
transformation of the familiar riverside landscape of the Seine, the Paris Plages is appealing in its subtle 
social message. It provides a summer beach holiday in a city where everyone is obsessed with going 
away on holiday, to those who cannot afford to do so. Similarly engaging in the local river landscape, 
“Badeschiff“, translated as spa barge project in Berlin, Germany is also a place of seasonal social, cultural 
and leisure activities that is open to the public. In the summer it becomes a floating swimming pool and in 
the very cold winter in Berlin it is a floating hot tub. In fact, the seasonal transformation of natural 
landscapes has been celebrated as a social event all over the world. Especially notable is the cherry 
blossom season in Japan. Each year, complete with a blossom forecast on national TV, millions of 
Japanese make it an excuse to have parties under cherry blossom trees in the park, on the streets, or 
even in the cemeteries for a few nights, temporarily transforming the urban cityscape into that of the 
country. These examples set up a transformative mis-en-scene in the midst of a busy cityscape. These 
transient and cyclical projects punctuate the city and slow down its pace by revealing a slower but 
dramatic cycle of seasons that is usually hidden from the quick cycle of city life. Therefore, these more 
landscape based, seasonal temporary projects show another potential for time-driven landscape design 
criteria that takes advantage of landscape’s seasonal transformative potential. These transient designs 
are social, cultural and natural at the same time and none is solely dependent on commercial activities for 
success. 

Castro Commons is a peculiar transient urban project. This example is not commercial, physical, 
nor seasonal, but is the most transient in nature. It shows the transformational power of the regular and 
repetitive occupation of space by a particular group of people. “Castro Commons” started out as a non- 
descript parklet, in the form of a mini plaza/ median, at a busy intersection in the Castro neighborhood of 
San Francisco. Its physical configuration is minimal, with planters and a few chairs defining the space. 
The space became prominent when a group of nudists started to gather regularly and the plaza got 
named as the first US urban clothing optional nudist plaza (“Social nudity” entry, in Wikipedia) in the 
middle of a public thoroughfare. It is generally observed that Castro Commons’ peculiar success came 
from its contextual location in the city, that is to say, the Castro being known as one of the most prominent 
gay capitals in the US. Somehow, the particular physical intersection known for its progressiveness and 
acceptance of transgressive social behaviors became the social intersection for nudists of all types and 
origins such as nude beach denizens, out of town visitors and Castro gay nudists, to meet and to make a 
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visual statement in the city. It is also notable that the particular intersection provides one of the few 
dependably sunny spots in foggy San Francisco and the nudists’ temporary occupation largely depends 
on the emergence of the sun. 

In his groundbreaking work in the 90s, architect Bernard Tschumi proposed a new urban typology 
often referred to as “event architecture”, stating that, “… there is no space without event, no architecture 
without program.” (Tschumi, 1994) His proposal was partly a critique on the historicism, modernist 
formalism and subsequent Postmodernist formalism that dictated architectural discourse in the 70s until 
the late 80s and partly a suggestion for a new methodology of architectural representation and drawing 
that reflected his take on the city. He felt that cities provide a stage where a complicated web of narratives 
and bodily movement unfolds. In short, he brought in the concepts of program and notation to urban 
design through a series of notative graphics, diagrams and sequential photos. His idea of event 
architecture is suggestive in thinking about a time-based landscape/ urban design strategy, since 
program, event and bodily movement are the very essence of time-based urban projects. This paper 
expands his notion of event architecture to include the specifics of urban contexts, including social, 
cultural, economic and political conditions. 

From what has been discussed so far about time-based urban transient projects, each imports its 
own rhythms and pace to intervene and bring energy to the existing cadence of public life, whether it is a 
lunch schedule, a social and cultural calendar, or a slower change of a season, or even the ephemeral 
and localized occupation of a sunny spot in a plaza by urban nudists. Time-focused design interventions 
are successful for being attuned to individual and diversified needs and pulses of local urban life, in 
contrast to a traditionally planned pocket park, for example. Moreover, the transient project’s inherent 
quality of interchangeability, repetitiveness and revolving programs, occupations and occurrences, proves 
to be more resilient and adaptive in ever shifting urban conditions. It is catered to individual needs and its 
small scale makes it easy to quickly address changing public needs. In contrast to a linear understanding 
of time displayed in the historical examples in the previous section, the quality of contemporary transient 
projects can be said to offer “alternative scenarios that take place temporally as well as spatially. “ (Lister, 
2007). That is to say, recent urban transient projects seem to possess a quality that is analogous to what 
Lister describes as an essential component of resilient and adaptable ecosystems. Indeed public urban 
landscape can be said to act as one big ecosystem within which each cycle of time of different agents and 
systems, such as individual, community, plants, climate for example strives to survive and thrive in the 
immediate moment and place. At the same time, the ecosystem of a transient landscape seems to sustain 
and function as a dynamic whole as a successful public space typology mainly because of its ability to 
constantly change shape and the space in which it takes place. Lister points out that living systems go 
through phases of stability to instability cyclically and that “(c)hange in an ecosystem as a result of natural 
catastrophe, ..., is a normal and usually cyclic event, although it is considered catastrophic, even tragic.” 
(Lister, 2007) Urban life too can be understood as a cycle that goes through different phases as a loop, 
from decay to rebirth. Ephemerality is always paired with permanence and vice versa. This idea offers a 
methodology and strategy for a time-focused urban design. The farmer’s market is an event that 
orchestrates several overlapping cyclical times and makes an excellent case study that embodies such a 
transient spatial typology. 

 

5 FARMER’S MARKET STUDY 

“When you make a note in your Filofax you are taking an (the only) opportunity to organize 
evasive time. You can make the idea of time visible. Perhaps this suggests an answer to the 
tough question of how to understand that landscape means capturing the abstract idea of space in 
elements and layout patterns.” (Latz, 1999) 

 
In the Fall of 2012, UC Davis Landscape Architecture students engaged in a farmer’s market 

study as part of their design studio in order to dissect the mechanisms of a transient urban project. The 
farmer’s market was also chosen because it is one of the most well-known transient typologies that have 
been around for a long time. In the article “The Meaning and Design of Farmers’ Markets as Public 
Space,” Mark Francis and Lucas Griffith describe an increasing popularity of farmer’s markets in recent 
years – in fact, the number has jumped three times more in the 15 years between 1994 -2009 – the 
authors go on to posit the importance of the farmer’s market as an integral part of the diverse public realm 



 

 
of cities and stress its role in economic revitalization (Frances and Griffith, 2011). Their article is 
informative in three ways. First is the fact that the farmer’s market is now considered part of the new types 
and forms of “public space”, alongside which they list community gardens, skate parks and ecological 
parks as other examples. Secondly, the farmer’s market’s economic vitality plays an important role in 
revitalizing contemporary civic life, as market activity historically has been the center of social life since 
the beginning of civilization. Lastly, the market is an increasingly popular and successful program for 
public space invigorated with social and cultural engagement of the civic life that takes place. 

In Frances and Griffith’s example of new types and forms of urban public space, the farmer’s 
market stands out since it is the only example in the midst of sustainable parks and community gardens 
that is: non-site specific, program-oriented and temporary urban “space” (ibid.). In fact, this temporal 
characteristic seems to sit uncomfortably with the authors in their definition of new urban public space. 
They go on to declare that their goal is to provide a permanent home to farmer’s markets in “the planning 
of official public open-space systems.” so that they are no longer “temporary events in leftover spaces” 
and the farmer’s market program cannot be displaced by development pressures (ibid.). The dilemma 
here is that the farmer’s market is by definition nothing but a communal and commercial activity that 
cannot be reduced to a spatial typology. In contrast, our studio’s farmer’s market research started from the 
hypothesis that the temporal character of the market is an active “place maker” in itself and is a prime 
catalyst for bringing civic space to life by stimulating vital social, economic and cultural communal 
activities. Furthermore, this research attempted to test out the idea that the flexibility and changeability 
allowed by this time-based urban design typology, which does not always conform to more rigid official 
urban planning norms or policies, might hold a key to engage in more grass roots, community and activity 
oriented place making strategies as an alternative to traditional master planning. 

The first task in the studio was to conduct a spatial comparison of a market day and a non-market 
day at the Davis farmer’s market in Davis, California. Davis farmer’s market, designed by none other than 
Mark Frances, was the first farmer’s market in the US that had a permanent market structure in place as a 
part of a larger central park. This exercise aimed to reveal how the space is used differently and 
transformed by temporary events/ programs. Visualization and representation of the time organization, as 
well as remarks and analysis that students gathered on the site, were carefully studied in the process. 
Students set up a datum point, to record the rhythm, meter and intervals of engagement and finally 
analyzed the raw data as a visual sequence. This allowed students to draw conclusions about dealing with 
time and temporality in space. 

 

 
Figures 1 & 2. (Works by Javan Bowsher and Amie Patel from LDA 191, Fall 2012) 

 
With the techniques of juxtaposed diagrams and sequential photos, Figure 1 successfully depicts 

both spatially and temporally how the park space is used differently, or sometimes not used at all, on a 
market day and non-market days. Figure 2 on the other hand, notates the park users’ movements in the 
park and overlays the information with a sun and shade study. Overlaying information is effective in 
situating the raw data in context, of the city, climate, culture, demographics, etc. Despite the desire 
expressed by Frances and Griffith, students found that the park is underutilized throughout the day on 
non-market days and that the physical specifics of the park and a permanent structure for the market have 
little to do with the success of the market as a social event. If the success of a farmer’s market cannot 



 

 
necessarily be measured by the physical setup of the space, then what are the other key elements 
beyond the spatial in determining the success of a farmer’s market? 

The next exercise was to compare three different farmer’s markets in the Bay Area, namely Davis, 
Alemany and Ferry Terminal Plaza. It is noted that each farmer’s market is one of the most popular and 
successful in the area and each has distinctive physical features and very different audiences that create 
distinctive cultures of their own. Students looked into how the physical space in each specific location 
affects the success of each market’s temporary programs as well as how time-shared uses and programs 
are organized. A comparative study made it possible to illuminate each market’s specificity through our 
site visits, overlaying, and juxtaposing the data to draw conclusions in the studio, as well as on-site 
interviews with the users. Students were divided into 4 groups, to research four categories of specific 
investigations. Those groups were: “physical space” (size, plan layout, circulation, vegetation, etc.) 
“product and produce” (price, where they are from, season, marketing, etc.), “regional/ local scale” 
(Accessibility, locations of farms, the site’s connection to a larger context of the city in which it is located. 
etc.) and lastly, “people” (demographics, # of visitors, where they are from, what are they buying, activities 
etc.), 

 

 
Figure 3. Physical spaces. (works by Javan Bowsher, Johan Holvick-Thomas and Brooks Taylor 

from LDA 191, Fall 2012) 

 
Each farmer’s market has distinct physical features that are totally different from each other and 

each is situated in a totally different urban context. Davis farmer’s market has been in the very pastoral 
central park since 1975 in the college town of Davis, an agricultural research center in Northern California. 
The Ferry Terminal is in downtown San Francisco with spectacular views of the bay, the Bay Bridge and 
the Golden Gate Bridge and is at the termination spot of many modes of public transportation in the city. 
Even without a market, the ferry terminal building is a host to daily operating gourmet stores and thus is a 
major tourist attraction, trying to cast itself as the symbol of the slow food capital of America. Alemany 
Farmer’s market on the other hand, is in a parking lot framed by intersecting highway overpasses adjacent 
to low income housing in the Southern part of San Francisco. It does not have the physical/ spatial appeal 
of Davis nor the financial support system of the Ferry Terminal, nevertheless it is a long standing market, 
operating since 1943, started as a part of the victory garden movement during the world war II (http:// 
sfgsa.org/ index.aspx?page=1058), and beloved by the local community. Spatially, these markets could 
not differ more from each other. Is the key to each of their success in the commercial activity itself? 

 

 
Figure 4. Produce and product. (works by Anthony Parker, Iqra Anwar and Tyler Erickson from 

LDA 191, Fall 2012) 



 
 

 
One group researched where merchants for each location came from, what kind of products they 

sold, how produce was related to seasonality, market price comparison with each other and with local 
super markets and the marketing strategy of  each market. Some of  the most interesting research 
outcomes were: 1. Each market has specialized produce and products that cater to specific clientele. For 
example, Ferry Terminal caters to visitors desiring gourmet, organic and restaurant branded food whereas 
Alemany market is decidedly ethnic and sells rare Asian vegetables that can’t be found elsewhere. 2. Due 
to its specialization, Ferry Terminal sells the highest priced produce and products on average. However, 
generally speaking the prices are not so different between farmer’s markets and supermarkets. The year 
round produce is the most consistent in price. 3. The governing body of each market makes each market 
totally unique. For instance, Ferry terminal is run by CUESA, Center for Urban Education about 
Sustainable Agriculture, which is an active advocator for local sustainable food and advertises its value; 
complete with a comprehensive website and signage as to the location of each farm at all the produce 
booths. In contrast, Alemany market is run by a city agency and the managing office at the site was very 
reluctant to release any information on the merchants, not even the numbers of merchants nor kinds of 
produce. 4. The locations where the farmers and merchants are from are nearly identical in all three 
locations. However, farmers’ choice of where to sell their produce depends on the specialty of each 
market. One Davis farmer doesn’t go to the Davis market but instead drives all the way down to the Ferry 
Terminal to sell his lavender flowers and herbal salts. The locality of farmers also depends on the 
seasonal availability of certain produce. For example out of season strawberries have to travel much 
further from the south. The locality map thus is seasonal and temporal as well. 

 

 
Figure 5. Regional. (works by Micheline Chagniot, Peter Chang and Chris Norgaad from LDA 191, 

Fall 2012) 

 
In fact, the issue of locality brings up an interesting question, when the intrinsic value of a farmer’s 

market is to get locally produced food. The regional group began by assessing how “local” produce is 
defined. Davis farmer’s market contains the most locally produced produce of all the markets by far. 
Surprisingly, the CUESA run Ferry Terminal has the longest driven merchant, from 533 miles away, that 
even surpasses the Whole Foods market chain’s definition of “local” as a 400 mile radius. 

 

People:  
Perhaps, the most interesting and varied research outcome came from the “People” group. They 

conducted on-site interviews and data collection on demographics at each location and the results are 
compiled in graphic boards and a video. In summary, in the interviews, the Davis market was revealed to 
be about socialization and social events, suitable to a family-oriented wholesome lifestyle where locally 
grown food is an additional bonus. On the other hand, people, many of them tourists, come to the Ferry 
Terminal market for fresh produce in support of the slow, organic food, sustainability and the farm-to-table 
movements, while enjoying the view of the amazing San Francisco Bay. People don’t come to the Ferry 
Terminal in search of a good price but instead for the “scene”. In contrast, Alemany stood out as the 
venue for local people to get their week’s worth of groceries quickly so there is not much emphasis on 
socialization nor on events. The clientele is decidedly Asian in search of rare ethnic vegetables that are 
only sold there. Organic produce is minimal and is not particularly well advertised, as if the value of 
organic produce doesn’t have much relevance in this particular market. In this way, it is an everyday 
people’s market without an external promotional campaign. 

Overall, the comparative study revealed that a farmer’s market is made up of the complex web of 
social, cultural, political, economic and ecological networks that overlap at a specific time and place over 



 

 
specific intervals, schedules  and seasons. Moreover, those time-organized occurrences, such as a 
market-day event itself and the comings and goings of seasonal produce from different locales, happen in 
a cyclical manner as in Lister’s revolving and shifting model of successful ecosystems. The farmer’s 
market is a place to connect people to the cyclical loops of both urban and agricultural landscapes. In this 
way, transient landscapes, as seen from the case study of farmers’ markets, can be called dynamic, 
adaptive and always a work in progress. Additionally, it is apparent that a community of people who 
supports and comes to a market not only plays a role in setting the mood of the place, but also adds 
value. The community is an active part of making this landscape in both time and space. The rhythm and 
repetition of a market day and market day activity connects people to their cultural, seasonal, regional, 
urban and agricultural landscapes in ways that are not the same in other parts of their everyday life. Time, 
intrinsic to these landscapes, becomes pertinent to their lives through produce, people, programs and 
events. Farmer’s markets revealed another aspect of time in landscape. That is the making of a 
“communal” time in public space, by sharing and experiencing the time and space together by the 
participants. The communal time here needs to be distinguished from a communal time that is derived 
from a one time only event or a spectacle. By the nature of various cyclical times in a farmer’s market, the 
cyclical communal time has both the freshness of the shared present moment as a community, as well as 
the enduring experience of such shared public space and its supportive community in-the-making. The 
next section attempts to explore such a cyclical and communal transient landscape in-the-making through 
a treatment of “Shikinen sengu” in Japan. It will focus on how an entire community creates a permanent 
communal memory of the place in history, culture and nature, that is refreshed and renewed every 20 
years by a large, elaborate and cyclical temporary landscape process. The cycle involves the supporting 
community in the rebuilding of the main shrine with timber from nearby forests and ritual celebrations of 
each step in the process. 

 

6 SHIKINEN SENGU: A DESIGN OF SHARED COMMUNAL CYCLICAL TIMES 
The ritual of “Shikinen Sengu” literally means ‘ceremonial year shrine transfer’. Ise shrine in 

Japan, the largest and central home shrine for the Japanese native religion, Shintoism, can be seen as a 
very unique transient landscape project. It is an extreme case of age-defying “preservation” landscape 
tactics that takes the form of ritual. Its recurring ritual has had an enduring history for hundreds of years, 
and is observed even to the present day. As stated on Ise Shrine’s website (Isejingu.or.jp), Naiku the inner 
sanctuary of the main building gets reconstructed in exactly the same form and materials once every 
twenty years at an identically sized site adjacent to its former site. This has gone on since late in the 7

th 

century A.D. for 1300 years. Shikinen Sengu takes about 2 years of preparation involving the local 
community of faithful followers processing the holy timber from a holy forest and washing holy white 
stones in a local river for the new entry courtyard. Even the source of timber used for rebuilding has been 
managed through forestry and cyclical replanting. The sizes of the timber required means that the trees 
for harvest must be on average 200 to 900 years olds. Planting and replanting hinoki cypress 
(Chamaecyparis obtusa) and preparing for the next cycles of Shikinen Sengu are crucial parts of this 
landscape’s image as well as its making. The repetition of the ritual over 1300 years makes the 
preservation of the historical landscape pertinent to an evolving present time and space. The sense of 
time is carefully managed. It manifests itself in the continuation and repetition of the ritual itself carried out 
by a community of people, rather than through building materials or the physical site that the building 
occupies. 

 
Figure 6. Different time lines of Shikinen Sengu by the author, Spring 2013. 



 

 
The idea of “Shikinen Sengu” is particularly intriguing, since it combines a repetition or 

reenactment, the community participation and involvement thus maintaining the landscape’s relevance to 
the present on one hand and acknowledges the duration of time through which the act is continued and 
renewed, on the other. Time manifested in space here is not just a preservation of image like in the 
Versailles gardens nor is it a preservation of material appearances, as in the idea of decay and rebirth in 
the moss garden. Shikinen Sengu is an active cultural movement rather than an aesthetic end in itself. At 
Ise Shrine, the design concept does not let nature take its course so as to diminish traces of the human 
interventions nor the designer’s intentions. Rather, the program is an active and conscious agent of time/ 
space-making that simultaneously creates a physical space such that the Naiku, inner sanctuary, stands 
here and now at the moment of creation and is as well a historically enduring space through time in its 
sameness. This combined form and action suggests a creative agency in which there is a great potential 
for time/ space-making as a new way of designing landscape. Landscape can then be understood in 
terms of time revealed through community activity and use, or even through more transient groups of 
people, society or cultures. 

 

7 URBAN DESIGN PROPOSALS 
In the last section of the paper, some of the key ideas of transient landscape, such as cyclical 

times, immediacy of being here and now, time-organized programs, adaptable and revolving events and 
making of communal and shared time in space, are reviewed through ideas tested out as design 
proposals in the studio. The question that students were asked to consider for their proposals was how to 
mobilize time, schedule and people in order to create a successful and lively public space that can directly 
connect with the present urban conditions. The site chosen was a parking lot, adjacent to a steam plant in 
a derelict part of downtown San Francisco. Students were first asked to define a series of design 
parameters, such as who the targeted users are, how to socially and spatially activate the space through 
their proposed temporary programs, how to set up and organize their temporal rhythms, how to use 
affordable, reusable and easily (re)movable materials, to name a few. It was also stated that the space- 
activating program should not simply rely on commercial activity to compel students to propose alternative 
ways of attracting people. The project, needed to consider different aspects of program and spatial and 
temporal organization, through key words such as “people”, “regional, economic and social impacts”, 
“products”, “materials” and “physical space” along the same line as the farmers’ market study was 
conducted. 

The physical site and its location in downtown offered a couple of questions for the students to 
think about. It is in a transitional leftover space sandwiched between the Tenderloin area  with  its 
persistent and transient homeless populations and derelict open land in close proximity to the popular 
tourist destination, Union Square. The space needed to be flexible, multi-purposeful and was asked to be 
an active force in the development of new forms of civic life and social exchange addressing the complex 
neighborhood context and the seemingly conflicting interest groups. 

Two projects stood out in their effective use of time to orchestrate and structure program and 
space, as a way to engage and integrate different social groups and urban contexts. One is called “The 
Stacks.” This project took advantage of the secluded nature of the parking lot, proposed to close off 
vehicular access on both alleys that frame the lot and to transform it into an exclusive spot that hosts a 
range of time specific activities and events, from music concerts to food trucks that are scheduled and 
promoted through social media such as facebook and twitter. The name came from the site’s existing 
steam stacks as well as their use of stacked gabions filled with reclaimed asphalt from the parking lot to 
arrange temporary and  changing boundaries of the  proposed activities on site.  There is a unique 
juxtaposition of two different kinds of time in this proposal. One is a regular rhythm of the lunch time 
schedule with rotating food trucks, strengthened by the presence of more permanent food and cultural 
activities such as sidewalk cafes in a new alleys-turned-into-pedestrian-plaza space. The regular daily 
programming creates a sense of security and activates the formally derelict space. This regularity is 
punctuated with an irregular set of cultural and music events for a much larger audience, promoted only 
through social media to make it very exclusive, immediate and to build up a sense of excitement for an 
anticipating crowd. The active use of social media makes it appealing to the younger generation and also 
keeps the element of surprise as a part of this urban experience. In some ways, the use of social media 
as a part of time-focused design proposal shows some potential for being an effective method of creating 
a new kind of urban community that could in turn make a temporary space as in the case of “Shikinen 



 

 
Sengu.” It is the community that physically transforms and affects the process of public space making. 
The social network’s virtual community has a tremendous power to mobilize people. When “designed” 
well, it might become the powerful tool in engaging in the contemporary public space. 

 
Figure 7. Works by Aaron Domingo, Tyler Erickson from LDA 191, Fall 2012. 

 
Another notable proposal made use of steam from the steam plant as a way to reconnect the 

divided neighborhood. Tapping into the ephemeral quality of steam, the project proposed different uses for 
steam, a heating pad for warming people, inclusive of the existing homeless population, an outdoor 
hothouse, steam lighting art and a green house. All of these uses creatively adapt to designated 
programs, and visually and poetically express and address temporality and place activating programs, 
using the inherent urban landscape and phenomenon. This project makes use of the transient quality of 
steam, an essential part of industrial urban landscape and successfully transforms it into programmatic 
attractions that are pragmatic as well as poetic. The proposed programs pulsate and change with a 
dynamic stream of steam available to the site at specific times of the day. The changing volume of steam 
was a deciding factor in changing programs on site. The Steam Work is also successful in addressing the 
diverse population that uses the space, whether it is a tourist or a homeless person and shows the 
potential for the power of landscape’s ability to transform physical space through transient interventions. 

 
Figure 8. Works by Johan Holvick-Thomas and Chris Norgaad from LDA 191, Fall 2012. 

 

8 CONCLUSION 
 

“… we must accept and embrace change as a normal part of life and through our designs and 
plans, adapt to it in a more flexible and responsive manner.” (Lister, 2007) 

 
Studying time and its power to shape and organize space, one can say that time is landscape as 

much as space, place or activity is landscape. Throughout the research, transient landscape projects have 
proven to be effective in connecting the often abstract ideas of landscape, place, time and people to very 
immediate urban conditions. Small scale, temporary landscape/urban design projects work as portals into 
the contemporary interests and activities of their milieu and thus, these projects have the potential to 
affect change in the structures and policies that govern, define, manage and structure the development of 
public space on a broader scale in the city. The dominant methods of planning disciplines towards the 
design of public space are often distanced and rigid, which is evidenced by the ubiquitous use of plan- 
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view zoning maps, or from the distant perspective of the aerial view. These methods are challenged by 
the actual use and bottom up development of transient projects. 

The planning discipline often seems to be based on a very linear understanding of time, where the 
past is always prior to the present and those two instances only converge in a fairly contrived way as often 
is the case in historical preservation. Transient projects on the other hand come from a D.I.Y., 
experiential, experimental and bottom up sensibility that transforms small leftover spaces of the city one 
by one. As these transient projects get realized, each has the potential to engage its site and community 
in an active process that becomes a living part of the urban landscape. 

The notion of time in transient projects leads to a notion of “locality of time”. This concept is 
analogous to the notion of genius loci – or spirit of the place, but focuses on a spirit of the time, or 
perhaps, more specifically, the spirit of the moment. Thus a “locality of time” refers to the amalgamation of 
a number of “times” as experienced and lived by people, as opposed to a more universal and scientific 
time organization as measured by a clock, a calendar or a time zone. The locality of time cannot be 
described by a linear calendrical system, but can instead be understood by the mapping and overlay of 
the different rythmns and systems that apply to a particular location/population. Through design that 
responds to and cultivates this “locality of time” the people, the agents in these spaces, can be brought 
back into the design of public space. This is urgent at this point in history, as people aggregate in cities 
and spend more and more time in virtual space, many of us are becoming disassociated from real time 
and physical places. Instead of placing and organizing people, programs and events in a universal 
calendrical and linear time, understanding “locality of time” is based on the idea that Landscape 
Architecture is made up of individual times, communal times, biological times, evolutionary times of the 
natural world, geological times, etc. When we design landscape, we actually create a specific time 
comprised of all these different times that is now lived in the designed space. 

This inquiry into time focused design can be called “sculpting in time” in Landscape Architecture. 
The phrase “sculpting in time” was coined by the Russian film director, Andrei Tarkovsky as a way to 
describe the act of collecting, editing and thus mastering individual and factual times, in order to create the 
designed time of film – the time that is lived in the duration of a film. 

 
In what form does cinema print time? Let us define it as factual. And fact can consist of an event, 
or a person moving, or any material object. …But the virtue of cinema is that it appropriates time, 
complete with that material reality to which it is indissolubly bound, and which surrounds us day by 
day and hour by hour.” (Tarkovsky, 1986) 

 

Similarly, the sculpted time of landscape architecture, created in space, needs to be firmly grounded in 
both the material and experiential realities of a site’s life cycles. 

When proposing a new kind of “operational” landscape design tactic, Corner reminds us of the Old 
German word landschaft “referring not to scenery but to environment of a working community” which is in 
contrast to the idea of landskip, which was a traditional landscape design method, focused on creating 
beautiful “scenes”. (Corner, 1999) Landshaft is “more than an organization of space; it connoted too the 
inhabitants of the place and their obligations to one another and to the land.” (Stilgoe cited by Corner, 
1999). Along these lines, transient landscape design can be a way of engaging a working community that 
supports, shares and operates the  cycles of lives and various time  schedules of the environment 
surrounding inhabitation as seen in the example of Shikinen Sengu. Through repetition and adaptation, a 
transient landscape  firmly grounded in a working community can endure, evolve with its changing 
environment and last as long as, or longer than, more “permanent”  projects. Each of the projects 
described in this paper is a place that engages time within its site, however, each also evokes rhythms 
and landscapes beyond its boundaries through overlapping systems and communities. Their cyclical time 
organization allows these projects to renew themselves and thus makes them pertinent to current human 
experience. 
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